Agenda

• Roll call

• LinuxCon Europe recap (All) – 15 mins

• Specification (Mark Gisi) – 15 mins

• Curriculum (Shane Coughlan) – 30 mins
Specification Guiding Principles

1. Build trust and consistency around the use and sharing of open source (e.g., among supply chain participants, Internal trust)

2. Less is More
   - Necessarily and Sufficient requirements of a “quality” compliance program
   - Focusing on meaningfully significant pain points (base on true stories)
   - Avoid boiling the ocean

3. Focus of the what and why (avoid the how and when)
   - Embrace implementation of different practices to solve same problem

4. Avoid best practice and legal advice – for the spec (but not other)

5. Extendable by design* (To be Discussed)
Potential Extensions

• **Contributing** (to existing vs new initiatives)
• **Export Compliance** – centers on cryptography
• **Security** – vulnerabilities (Heart bleed, shellshock, …)
• **ISO 26262** - functional Safety
• Others ??

• Above with respect to trust and consistency around use of open source
  • Mitigate risk
  • Reduce complexity/cost
  • Facilitate adoption
Curriculum

• Executive summary:
  • - We need to create a FAQ for the curriculum
  • - We need to create a “training handbook” for the slides
  • - We need to integrate some comments and minor adjustments on the release slides
  • - Our target for these improvements is a December 2016 release
  • - Larger changes like expanding the slides will occur in 2017
  • - We will open a mailing list for the Curriculum team to ensure we do not create too much traffic on this main list.
  • - Our first translation is underway! Haksung Jang at LG Electronics has volunteered to translate our Release 1 slides to Korean.
Curriculum

• Our mailing list can be found here: https://lists.linuxfoundation.org/mailman/listinfo/openchain-curriculum

• Our Release 1 slides can be found here along with the overview of our progress to date: https://wiki.linuxfoundation.org/openchain/curriculum

• Our Release 2 (active editing slides) can be found here: https://1drv.ms/p/s!AsXJVqby5kpnhz7p9yryf8MJUPJ